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Himalayan Salt Soap

Optimum Salt Company â€“ A leading Pakistani, Optimum Groupâ€™s Company has been
manufacturing and exporting International qualityÂ Himalayan Salt products for the value customers from
all over the world.
Optimum Saltâ€™s Soaps are made from natural Himalayan Salt Crystal created by nature millions of year
of ago and hundreds of meter down from foothills of Himalayan Salt Range Pakistan. Himalaya has the
worldâ€™s largest natural salt reserves with 1290 running miles. Reportedly these reserves will be serving
the human kind for another 365 years.
The Natural color of these salt crystals blends fromÂ Off White to Apricot and fromÂ Orange to Warm
Pink.
The finest and first of its kind Himalayan Salt Soaps are one of the greatest tools that reduce tension, stress
and relieve pain inflammation. Reportedly, Himalayan Salt has 84 nutrients that naturally occur in our bodies.
Through osmosis these nutrients naturally enter into the body to activate human natural healing mechanism
allowing the body to restore its natural balance.
The Salt Soap can be heated on a heating pad or in a low heat oven to create a radiant heat that penetrates
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deep into sore achy muscles. The Heat coupled with nutrients cause the body to release toxins that may be
blocking the blood flow in that area. To reduce inflammation message Stone can be chilled quickly in the
fridge for an effective anti inflammatory treatment.
Salt Soap are available in any of your required shape.
Color
Red to Reddish Orange
Off white to Apricot
Orange to warm Pink
Packing
Printed Himalayan Polythene Bag
4 Ply carton
Â
Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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